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Reproductive traits involved in mate acquisition (pre-mating traits) are pre-
dicted to covary with those involved in fertilization success (post-mating
traits). Variation in male quality may give rise to positive, and resource
allocation trade-offs to negative, covariances between pre- and post-mating
traits. Empirical studies have yielded mixed results. Progress is hampered
as researchers often fail to appreciate that mentioned biological mechanisms
can act simultaneously but at different hierarchical levels of biological
variation: genetic correlations may, for example, be negative due to genetic
trade-offs but environmental correlations may instead be positive due to
individual variation in resource acquisition. We measured pre-mating
(aggression, body weight) and post-mating (ejaculate size) reproductive
traits in a pedigreed population of southern field crickets (Gryllus bimacula-
tus). To create environmental variation, crickets were raised on either a low
or a high nymphal density treatment. We estimated genetic and environ-
mental sources of correlations between pre- and post-mating traits. We
found positive genetic correlations between pre- and post-mating traits,
implying the existence of genetic variation in male quality. Over repeated
trials of the same individual (testing order), positive changes in one trait
were matched with negative changes in other traits, suggesting energy
allocating trade-offs within individuals among days. These findings demon-
strate the need for research on pre- and post-mating traits to consider
the hierarchical structure of trait correlations. Only by doing so was our
study able to conclude that multiple mechanisms jointly shape phenotypic
associations between pre- and post-mating traits in crickets.

1. Introduction
Sexual selection operates both pre- and post-mating [1]. Evolutionary theory pre-
dicts that male reproductive traits involved in mate acquisition (pre-mating
traits), such as ornaments and armaments, covary with those involved in fertiliza-
tion success (post-mating traits), such as testes and sperm phenotype [2–5].
Understanding this phenotypic integration is important as depending on their
association, selection acting on a pre-mating trait (e.g. weaponry) can potentially
constrain or facilitate the evolution of a post-mating trait (e.g. ejaculate size) and
vice versa [6–9]. Positive phenotypic associations between pre- and post-mating
traits may arise from genetic variation in male quality or environmental variation
in male body condition. Since maintaining sexual traits is energetically demand-
ing, males of high genetic quality or males in good condition, may be able to
invest substantially in both pre- and post-mating traits, leading to positive pheno-
typic correlations (e.g. between male attractiveness and ejaculate quality [10]).
Female choice would thus favour male phenotypes with greater mating and
fertilization abilities (‘phenotype-linked fertility’ hypothesis) [11]. Alternatively,
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negative phenotypic associations (e.g. between weapons
and testes [12]) may arise due to genetic or environmental
trade-offs in resource allocation, leading to alternative repro-
ductive strategies among males that, consequently, invest
either primarily in pre- or post-mating traits [13,14].

Researchers have, interestingly, found contrasting patterns
across taxa, reporting positive, negative or no phenotypic
correlations between pre- and post-mating traits [2,4]. We
highlight here two key explanations for such discrepancies,
both hinging on the notion that phenotypic correlations arise
because of the joint effects of genetic, environmental and
error correlations. We give a mathematical example to illus-
trate both points, focusing on the phenotypic correlation (rP)
between a pre-mating trait (A) and a post-mating trait (B)
that were each measured once per individual. This phenotypic
correlation is then influenced both by the genetic correlation
(rA) and the residual correlation (rR) between the traits, the
latter reflecting the joint influences of environmental and
measurement error correlations (equation (1.1); [15]):

rP ¼ rA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2

Ah2
B

q
þ rR

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(1# h2

A)(1# h2
B)

q
: ð1:1Þ

This equation, where h2
A and h2

B represent the narrow-sense
heritability of traits A and B, illustrates that species differences
in phenotypic correlations can arise from species-specific
genetic correlations and/or from species-specific residual cor-
relations between pre- and post-mating traits. Phenotypic
correlations can also differ between species when neither gen-
etic nor residual correlations differ between species. This latter
explanation requires level-specific correlations (rA = rR) in
combination with species differences in geometric mean herit-
ability (

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2

Ah2
B

q
). Level-specific correlations have repeatedly

been demonstrated by quantitative geneticists [16–18]. Impor-
tantly, negative genetic correlations indicative of trade-offs are
often not be visible in phenotypic data owing to positive
residual correlations resulting from individual differences in
resource acquisition [19,20]. Equation 1 thereby illustrates the
importance of decomposing phenotypic correlations between
hierarchical levels [21]. Doing so is particularly useful when
biological hypotheses concern specific hierarchical levels [22].
For example, the hypothesis that pre- and post-mating traits
covary because of genetic variation in male quality predicts
the existence of positive genetic—not simply phenotypic—
correlations between pre- and post-mating traits. Equation (1)
also illustrates the notion that multiple mechanisms, acting
at different hierarchical levels, can jointly shape phenotypic
associations between pre- and post-mating traits. This study,

therefore, used a quantitative genetics approach to estimate
the relative importance of trade-offs versus variation in male
quality as genetic and environmental drivers of phenotypic
correlations between pre- and post-mating traits.

Pre- and post-mating traits, like aggressiveness, body
mass or sperm number represent phenotypic traits that are
repeatedly expressed and thus vary both within and among
individuals. Negative versus positive environmental corre-
lations reflective of trade-offs in resource allocation versus
variation in male condition can, therefore, also exist both
among and within individuals. For example, variation in
resource availability among individuals during development
may cause long-lasting individual differences, estimable as
positive permanent environmental correlations (rPE; among-
individual correlations between pre- and post-mating traits
that are of non-genetic origin, table 1, [29]). Temporal vari-
ation in resource availability experienced by an individual
repeatedly expressing pre- and post-mating traits may also
lead to correlations across expressions of the same individual
(i.e. within an individual). For example, on days where an
individual is able to acquire many resources, it might upregu-
late its investment in both pre- and post-mating traits, while
on days where it instead acquires few resources, it might
downregulate its investment in both pre- and post-mating
traits, leading to a positive within-individual environmental
correlation due to within-individual plasticity integration
(rE, table 1). In other words, sexual selection studies focusing
on repeatedly expressed pre- and post-mating traits should
consider correlations at all three hierarchical levels (genetic,
permanent environmental and within-individual, table 1)
contributing to phenotypic correlations between pre- and
post-mating traits (equation (1.2)):

rP ¼ rA
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VAA
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VAB
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s

þ rPE
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s

: ð1:2Þ

Here, VP, VA, VPE and VE represent the total phenotypic,
additive genetic, permanent environmental, and residual
within-individual variances, respectively, and VA/VP equals
the h2 in equation (1.1). Furthermore, rE represents the
within-individual correlation attributable to within-individual
plasticity integration and correlated measurement errors.

The aim of this study was to estimate genetic and environ-
mental correlations between male pre- and post-mating traits
in the southern field cricket Gryllus bimaculatus. Male field
crickets engage in pre-mating intra-sexual competition in the

Table 1. Mechanisms shaping genetic (rA), permanent environmental (rPE) and within-individual environmental (rE) correlations between pre- and post-mating
traits.

correlations of positive sign correlations of negative sign

rA genetic variation in ability to simultaneously invest in multiple costly

phenotypic traits (genetic quality) [23 – 25]

genetic variation in how trade-offs between investments in

multiple costly phenotypic traits are resolved [26 – 28]

rPE non-genetic among-individual variation in resource acquisition affecting

ability to simultaneously invest in multiple costly phenotypic traits

non-genetic among-individual variation in how trade-offs

between investments in multiple costly phenotypic traits

are resolved

rE non-genetic within-individual variation in resource acquisition affecting

ability to simultaneously invest in multiple costly phenotypic traits

non-genetic within-individual variation in how trade-offs between

investments in multiple costly phenotypic traits are resolved
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form of aggressive male–male fights over control of breeding
shelters (e.g. a protected burrow or crevice) [30,31]. Dominant
contest winners are larger and sing from their shelters to attract
females [32]. Females mate with multiple partners [33,34],
causing intense post-mating sperm competition, known to
induce greater allocation to post-mating traits such as sperm
numbers [35,36] or viability [37]. Therefore, if pre- and post-
mating traits both reflect male genetic quality, a positive
genetic correlation is predicted (table 1). In addition, if
within-individual changes in aggression (pre-mating trait)
and sperm number (post-mating trait) are influenced by
within-individual changes in resource acquisition (hence
body weight), strong positive within-individual correla-
tions among these three traits would be expected (table 1).
By contrast, in the presence of trade-offs, negative genetic
correlations between pre- and post-mating traits are expected
(table 1), with male genotypes possessing larger ejaculates at
the expense of body size and aggressiveness. For example, in
the cricket Acheta domestica, small males are known to produce
twice as much sperm compared to (dominant) males of higher
body mass [38]. Likewise, strongly negative within-individual
correlations between pre- and post-mating traits are predicted
if trade-offs occur at the within-individual level. Of course,
when mechanisms (quality dependence or trade-off) shaping
correlations differ across hierarchical levels, the resulting
phenotypic correlations are uninterpretable unless partitioned
statistically (equations (1.1) and (1.2)).

We further expected that environmental correlations
between pre- and post-mating traits would specifically be a
function of social experiences during development. Cricket
nymphs raised in environmental conditions mimicking a
population with a high presence of males allocate more to
reproductive tissue (testis and accessory glands) [39]. One
of our recent studies on the southern field cricket suggests
trade-offs in resource allocation between pre-mating (fighting
ability) and post-mating (ejaculate quality) traits, because
contest winners produced sperm of lower quality compared
to losers [40]. Thus, to shed light on whether patterns of per-
manent environmental correlations among sexually selected
traits were underpinned by variation in the developmental
social environment, we additionally manipulated density
during ontogeny. We exposed nymphs of an established ped-
igreed population to two rearing density conditions, namely
‘low’ and ‘high’ densities, and scored two pre-mating traits,
aggressiveness during staged encounters with opponent
males and body mass (known to affect fight outcome and
female choice), and one post-mating trait, ejaculate size
(sperm numbers), for these males in adulthood.

2. Material and methods
(a) Animal maintenance, breeding design and density

treatments
Around 400 nymphs were collected from a large wild population
of the southern field cricket in Tuscany (Italy) in July 2015, and
transported to our laboratory. We housed them (and their off-
spring, described below) in climate rooms at 268C with 40%
relative humidity under a 14 L : 10 D photoperiod. Nymphs
(approx. 20) were commonly placed in large plastic tanks (23 &
15 & 17 cm3) furbished with pieces of egg carton for shelter, a plas-
tic water vial plugged with cotton wool and dry bird food
(Aleckwa Delikat, Germany). Nymphs developing into last instars

were isolated individually in plastic containers (10 & 10 & 9 cm3)
with shelter, water and food. Once reaching adulthood, individ-
uals were assigned to a maternal half-sib/full-sib breeding
design [7] in which we randomly selected 47 unrelated males
(sires) from the laboratory population and had each male consecu-
tively fertilize the clutches of two unrelated virgin females (dams)
(detailed in the electronic supplementary material).

Once eggs hatched, we adopted a split brood design, where
full-sib nymphs were randomly assigned to one of two density
treatments: a ‘low density treatment’ consisting of a total of
seven full-sib nymphs, or a ‘high density treatment’ with a total
of 20–25 full-sib nymphs, reared communally. In both treatments,
nymphs were raised in a plastic tank (23 & 15 & 17 cm3) provided
with shelter, and ad libitum food and water (as above). To equalize
sample sizes across treatments we maintained four low-density
and two high-density tanks per full-sib family.

When nymphs reached the last instar, or eclosed to adults,
we transferred males to a container (10 & 10 & 9 cm3) equipped
with shelter, water and food, and housed each cricket individu-
ally to control for mating and social experience until sexual
maturation. Ten days after reaching adulthood we measured
pre-mating traits (aggressiveness and body size) and a post-
mating trait (sperm number) in adult males. All traits were
measured four times per male with a 2-day interval.

(b) Measures of pre-mating traits: aggressiveness and
body size

Male aggressiveness was scored during interactions with an
opponent male following established protocols [41–44]. Prior to
tests, all males were individually marked with a small dot of
acrylic paint (Testors enamel paint) on their pronotum to ease indi-
vidual identification. Tests consisted of random pairing of two
unrelated males for a total duration of 5 min. Males were trans-
ferred from their individual containers to a plastic arena with a
removable partition in the middle to separate two smaller com-
partments (15 & 15 & 10 cm3). A single male was placed in each
of the two compartments, and was allowed to freely move inside
its compartment for a total of 5 min. Upon the start of the assay,
the partition between the two compartments was removed, allow-
ing the two males to interact. The arena was furbished with
fine-grained white sand on the bottom to facilitate movements of
animals. When male crickets of this species interact, they typically
escalate from low-level aggression (e.g. antennal fencing, threat
postures) to high-level aggression (e.g. aggressive song stridula-
tion, flaring mandibles and biting) with one male, the winner,
chasing and attacking a fleeing male, the loser [30].

All behavioural assays were video recorded and analysed
using an automated tracking software (Noldus Ethovision XT
10, Noldus Information Technology) measuring the amount of
time a focal individual spends chasing the opponent male
(within a 6 cm distance). Based on previous work, this measure
represents an appropriate proxy for aggressiveness in this species
[44]. After each behavioural assay terminated, male body mass
was determined to the nearest 0.001 g using a digital scale
(KERN PKT), and males returned to their housing containers.

(c) Measures of a post-mating trait: ejaculate size
On the day prior to the behavioural assays each males’ genital
opening was checked and any spermatophore present was gently
removed using soft forceps and discarded in order to standar-
dize spermatophore age. On the following day, prior to each
behavioural assay, a spermatophore was collected for sperm
counts to determine ejaculate size. The spermatophore was
placed into 200 ml of Beadle saline (128.3 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl
and 23 mM CaCl2) and was left to release its contents for 10 min
after the evacuating tube was cut with fine scissors. We estimated
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the number of sperm present in the spermatophore using an auto-
mated cell counter (CASY Schärfe-System, Reutlingen, Germany)
[45]. A 100 ml aliquot of the diluted sperm sample was added
and mixed by inversions to 0.99 ml of CASY-ton solution, an iso-
tonic and iso-osmotic electrolyte and the prepared vial was then
inserted in the cell counter that estimates the total number of cells
in the sample from three automatized consecutive measurements.

(d) Statistical analyses
We used a two-step approach to analyse our data. Our first set of
analyses tested density treatment and testing order effects on trait
means, for which we fitted univariate mixed-effects animal
models [29,46]. Treatment effects on both pre- and post-mating
traits would provide experimental evidence for a role of density
during development causing permanent environment correlations,
as treatment varied among individuals. Similarly, effects of testing
order (i.e. due to experience) on both pre- and post-mating traits
would provide empirical evidence for its role in shaping within-
individual environmental correlations. Our second set of analyses
quantified phenotypic, genetic, permanent environmental and
within-individual correlation structures between pre- and post-
mating traits, for which we fitted sets of multivariate animal
models (detailed below) after combining the two datasets from
different density treatments. Values of traits other than body
weight were transformed to fulfil normality assumptions (aggres-
sion, log-transformed; sperm number, square-root-transformed).
All the trait values were also z-transformed (mean ¼ 0, s.d.¼ 1)
prior to analyses. All models were implemented in ASReml (ver-
sion 4, VSN interaction Ltd, Hemel Hempstead, UK), and solved
using restricted maximum likelihood.

(i) Univariate mixed-effects models
We first analysed the effect of density treatment and testing order
on trait mean and sources of variation in each phenotypic trait
(aggression, body weight, ejaculate size) separately, using univari-
ate animal models, where the focal trait was fitted as the response
variable, and where density treatment (two-level factor: low
versus high), testing order (covariate), testing shelf (two-level
factor: lower versus upper; behavioural traits only) and time of
the measurement (covariate) were fitted as fixed effects. Testing
order and time of the measurement were mean-centred at the
population level. Using the pedigree information, we partitioned
the phenotypic (co)variances into additive genetic (VA), permanent
environment (VPE) and nymph container identity effects (VC), and
residual within-individual (VR). Here, permanent environmental
effects (VPE) were defined as the among-individual variance in
repeated measures data not attributable to additive genetic (VA)
or container effects (VC). In addition, only for aggression, the var-
iance attributable to interacting partner (Vpartner) was additionally
estimated as appropriate [44,47].

(ii) Multivariate mixed-effects models
We fitted a multivariate animal model to estimate correlation
structures at various levels (within-individual, genetic, among-
individual and phenotypic levels) with the same fixed-effects
structure as detailed above. The model fitted (1) aggression,
(2) body weight and (3) ejaculate size as the three response
variables, allowing us to measure the additive genetic variance–
covariance matrix (G-matrix) utilizing the information embedded
in the relatedness matrix [7,29,46]. In the model, we partitioned
the phenotypic (co)variances into additive genetic (VA) and
permanent environment (VPE) and residual within-individual
(co)variance components. In addition, only for aggression, the
effect of partner’s identity (Vpartner) was added as an additional
random effect as appropriate [41,44]. Since the effect of
the nymph container identity explained little (less than 5%) of the
total phenotypic variation (as in our previous studies: [43] it was

not included in the multivariate models, which facilitated model
convergence. Level-specific correlations between traits (A and B)
were calculated from their estimated level-specific variances (V )
and covariances (Cov), where rx ¼ Covx=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VxA VxB

p
, and x rep-

resents the hierarchical level of interest. We added up all
level-specific covariances to calculate the phenotypic covariance
(CovP), and added up all level-specific variances for each trait
separately to estimate each trait’s phenotypic variance (VPA , VPB ).
We then calculated the phenotypic correlation (rP) from those
(co)variances as detailed for level-specific correlations above.

(iii) Significance testing
The significance of fixed effects was derived from conditional
Wald F-tests. In addition, we assessed the significance of (within-
individual, genetic, permanent environmental and phenotypic)
variances/covariances/correlations using likelihood ratio tests
(LRTs). The test statistic associated with the LRT was calculated
as the x2-distributed difference in deviance (22*loglikelihood)
between the full model and a model where a focal random
effect was removed. For tests of non-zero variances (applied to
univariate models only), the value of P was calculated assuming
an equal mixture of P(x2, df ¼ 0) and P(x2, df ¼ 1) [48,49] denoted
as ‘x2

0=1’ in our statistical tables. In addition, to test whether a
focal genetic covariance/correlation deviated from zero (applied
to multivariate models only), we compared a fully unconstrai-
ned model with a model where the focal genetic correlation of
interest was constrained to zero, and applied a LRT testing against
P (x2, d.f. ¼ 1).

3. Results
Males that had developed in low densities were heavier than
males developed in high densities (table 2). By contrast,
aggression and ejaculate size were not a function of the
developmental density treatment (table 2). Thus, there were
no widespread effects of nymph density environments on
phenotypes, implying that experimental variation in density
did not lead to any permanent environmental correlations
indicative of developmental plasticity integration. Interest-
ingly, males also became heavier, produced more sperm,
and behaved less aggressively over the course the experiment
(effect of testing order, table 2). Testing order affected all
traits, implying that the three traits shifted over the course
of the experiment (days) within single individuals.

All three traits were heritable (table 2). Genetic correlations
between ejaculate size and aggression, and between ejaculate
size and body weight, were all significant and positive (aggres-
sion–ejaculate size, rA (s.e.) ¼ 0.66 (0.19), x2

1 ¼ 11:95, p ,

0.001; weight-ejaculate size, rA (s.e.) ¼ 0.43 (0.17), x2
1 ¼ 10:41,

p ¼ 0.001; table 3), providing strong empirical support for
variation in male quality at the genetic level. However, body
weight and aggression were not significantly correlated at the
genetic level (rA (s.e.) ¼ 0.08 (0.18), x2

1 ¼ 0:23, p ¼ 0.63;
table 3). Permanent environmental correlations were either
not different from zero (aggression–weight, rPE (s.e.) ¼ 0.41
(0.28), x2

1 ¼ 3:04, p ¼ 0.08) or estimated at the boundary
(table 3, electronic supplementary material, table S2). These
bounded values were due to the absence of permanent
environmental effects on aggression and sperm number
(electronic supplementary material, table S2). Residual
within-individual variances were significant for all traits (see
electronic supplementary material, table S3). However,
apart from the significant effect of testing order on trait
means, there were no significant residual within-individual
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Table 2. Effects of density treatment on mean values and sources of variation in aggression, body weight and ejaculate size (sperm number). x2 values were derived from LRTs (see Material and methods). VA, additive genetic variance;
VPE, permanent environmental variance; VC, variance explained by juvenile container identity; VR, residual variance; VPARTNER, variance explained by interacting partners; n.a., non-applicable.

aggression body weight ejaculate size

fixed effects b (s.e.) FNUMdf, DENdf p b (s.e.) FNUMdf, DENdf p b (s.e.) FNUMdf, DENdf p

intercept 0.06 (0.06) 0.121,50.0 0.73 20.13 (0.09) 0.401,55.1 0.53 20.02 (0.05) 0.001,55.2 0.96

densitya 0.03 (0.06) 0.241,598.9 0.62 0.37 (0.07) 31.731,168.2 ,0.001 0.04 (0.06) 0.451,150.7 0.50

testing order 20.08 (0.02) 11.571,948.2 ,0.001 0.02 (0.01) 8.581,2147.0 ,0.001 0.20 (0.03) 36.561,969.2 ,0.001

shelf 20.18 (0.05) 13.381,1336.2 ,0.001 n.a. n.a.

time of day 20.03 (0.02) 2.401,1361.3 0.12 0.02 (0.01) 21.201,2211.5 0.004

random effects s2 (s.e.) x2
0=1

b p s2 (s.e.) x2
0=1 p s2 (s.e.) x2

0=1 p

VA 0.15 (0.05) 26.56 ,0.001 0.50 (0.12) 84.26 ,0.001 0.10 (0.04) 13.31 ,0.001

VPE 0.04 (0.04) 0.85 0.18 0.31 (0.07) 11.35 ,0.001 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.50

VC 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.50 0.05 (0.03) 3.53 0.03 0.02 (0.03) 0.95 0.16

VPARTNER 0.10 (0.03) 0.002 ,0.001 n.a. n.a.

VR 0.69 (0.05) — — 0.09 (0.003) — — 0.85 (0.04) — —
aHigh density as contrast.
bAn equal mixture of d.f. ¼ 0 and d.f. ¼ 1.
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correlations among pre- and post-mating traits (aggression–
ejaculate size, rE (s.e.) ¼ 0.09 (0.07), x2

1 ¼ 1:06, p ¼ 0.30;
aggression–weight, rE (s.e.) ¼ 20.04 (0.04), x2

1 ¼ 1:92, p ¼
0.17, weight–ejaculate size, rE (s.e.) ¼ 20.02 (0.04), x2

1 ¼ 0:06,
p ¼ 0.81; table 3). This indicated that the combined influence
of all unmeasured environmental factors varying within indi-
viduals other than testing order (see above) did not cause
additional within-individual correlations.

Finally, all phenotypic correlations were positive
(aggression–weight, rP (s.e.) ¼ 0.07 (0.03), x2

1 ¼ 6:52, p ¼
0.01; aggression–ejaculate size, rP (s.e.) ¼ 0.18 (0.05),
x2

1 ¼ 9:34, p ¼ 0.002; weight–ejaculate size, rP (s.e.) ¼ 0.08
(0.04), x2

1 ¼ 4:50, p ¼ 0.03; table 3), i.e. crickets that were
heavier were larger and produced more sperm. The pheno-
typic correlations were less strongly positive than genetic
correlations. Phenotypic correlations represented downward
attenuated proxies of genetic correlations because within-
individual residual correlations were weaker than genetic
correlations (equations (1.1) and (1.2)).

4. Discussion
We investigated genetic and environmental correlations
between pre- and post-mating traits to estimate the relative
importance of trade-offs versus variation in male quality as dri-
vers of phenotypic correlations between sexual traits in the
field cricket. Our results provide support for both the male
quality hypothesis (pre- and post-mating traits were positively
integrated at the genetic levels) and the trade-offs hypothesis
(the sign of within-individual changes in pre-mating traits
was the opposite to that of post-mating traits with respect to
testing order). Hence, by adopting a variance partitioning
approach, we were able to reveal that multiple mechanisms
(genetic and environmental) acted simultaneously in shaping
phenotypic correlations between pre- and post-mating traits.

We found positive genetic correlations between traits
encompassing pre- (male body size and aggressiveness) and
post-mating selection (ejaculate size), a finding compatible
with the hypothesis that the expression of sexual traits reflects
male genetic quality. Sexual traits are conspicuous and energe-
tically demanding and, therefore, only males of higher
breeding values for fitness are able to bear their production
and maintenance costs [50–52]. These males may not only
allocate resources to pre-mating traits for accessing females
but also efficiently allocate to post-mating traits, providing
ejaculates most successful in fertilizations [10,23,53]. Even-
tually, traits such as body size and aggressiveness may signal
male quality in both pre- (e.g. control of larger territories)
and post-mating competitiveness (e.g. sperm competition).
A recent meta-analysis indeed points to a tendency for

pre-mating traits to be indicators of ejaculate quality
(i.e. though close to zero, the association is positive) [2].
Hence, genotypes that can express and maintain costly sexual
traits can become targets of female preference, as predicted
by ‘good genes’ (pre-mating) and/or ‘good sperm’ (post-
mating) models of mate choice [54,55]. In the southern field
cricket larger and aggressive males have higher chances of
winning male–male contests [56], gain access to breeding
resources [31] and are preferred by females [32]. Ejaculate
size (sperm number) is instead generally the main predictor
of male fertilization success [57]. Thus, through mate choice,
females can potentially derive indirect benefits by producing
sons most successful in pre- and post-mating competition
[58,59], reinforcing the positive genetic correlations between
pre- and post-mating traits.

Variation in body mass can be genetic but also result from
non-genetic (i.e. environmental) effects when some males have
much more resources available to invest in multiple costly
traits. However, our experimental manipulation of early-life
environment did not support this idea. Whereas studies
showed effects of nymph density on post-mating traits
[60–63], our manipulation of rearing conditions revealed that
males did not adjust their reproductive investment in response
to competitive environments experienced during develop-
ment. Possibly, nymphal densities represent poor predictors
for future reproductive environments due to lack of sexual
signals deriving from adults. Allocation shifts in crickets
during development have been described in response to
adult male calls (singing), most likely represent stronger indi-
cators of intra-sexual competition [39,64]. Cricket aggression
changes rapidly in response to recent social experiences
[65,66] and ejaculate traits also depend on fighting [40],
suggesting that their expressions are strongly determined by
social interactions during adulthood rather than nymphal life.

Whereas associations between pre- and post-mating traits
were positive at the genetic level, over repeated trials (testing
order) positive changes in one trait were matched with nega-
tive changes in another: males decreased their aggression but
increased production of sperm over repeated assays, indicat-
ing a within-individual trade-off in resource allocation
between pre- and post-mating traits over the course of an
individual’s lifetime. Our previous studies also show that
males of the southern field cricket decrease their aggressive-
ness over repeated trials [41,43]. The concurrent increase in
sperm production, while decreasing aggressiveness, may be
a consequence of enhanced sperm competition perceived
through the repeated experiences of intra-sexual contests
over time. This would explain why within-individual invest-
ments in pre- and post-mating traits changed with testing
order in opposite directions, with males maximizing repro-
ductive success by enhancing fertilization abilities (ejaculate

Table 3. Correlations at multiple hierarchical levels. Residual within-individual not attributable to fixed effects (rE), genetic (rA), permanent environmental (rPE)
and phenotypic correlations (rP). Significant correlations ( p , 0.05) are highlighted in bold face.

trait correlations rE rA rPE rP

aggression – weight 20.04 (0.04) 0.08 (0.18) 0.41 (0.28) 0.07 (0.03)

aggression – ejaculate size 0.09 (0.07) 0.66 (0.19) a 0.18 (0.05)

weight – ejaculate size 20.02 (0.04) 0.43 (0.17) a 0.08 (0.04)
aVariance components estimated at the lower boundary.
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size) rather than allocating to winning fights (aggressiveness)
over days of adult life [14,57]. These findings are unlikely
to be driven by ageing, as we would have expected positive
trait correlations (i.e. age-dependent decline in both traits).
Within-individual correlations not attributable to testing
order (i.e. true residual within-individual correlations) were
close to zero. Such a finding was not unexpected as mea-
surement error correlations (that aggregate at this statistical
level [21]) were likely zero due to our study design. Interest-
ingly, we did not find within-individual correlations among
days that were not attributable to predictable changes with
testing order, indicating the presence of gradual rather than
rapid day-to-day changes in resource availability causing
within-individual trade-offs.

Taken together, our results unambiguously demonstrate
that the direction of correlations differed between hierarchical
levels (phenotypic, genetic, permanent environmental and
residual levels), implying that multiple biological mechan-
isms acted simultaneously. Such level-specific correlations
and their effects on phenotypic correlations are increasingly
reported, though primarily in behavioural and physiological
research [18,67], as recently shown in a meta-analysis focus-
ing on correlations between morphology, behaviour and
physiology [67]. By contrast, studies of sexual selection esti-
mating genetic correlations between pre- and post-mating
traits have often not reported correlations at the within-
individual level. Among these, quantitative genetic studies
have reported negative genetic correlations between
number of trills in courtship song and sperm viability in
the field cricket Teleogryllus oceanicus [26], the iridescent
area and sperm viability in the guppy Poecilia reticulata [27],
attractiveness and size of salivary mass (a trait predicting
fertilization success) in the scorpionfly Panorpa eorgia [28].
Other studies have instead reported positive genetic corre-
lations between male body condition and testis weight
in the dung beetle Onthophagus taurus [23], ejaculate size
and body size (or sexual display) in the houbara bustard
Chlamydotis undulate undulata [24]). Altogether, the literature
implies that genetic correlation patterns attributable to
trade-offs characterize some studies while genetic correlation
patterns attributable to variation in male quality characterize
other studies, demonstrating that among-study variation in
phenotypic correlations between pre- and post-copulatory
traits stems in part from population and species differences
in genetic architecture.

Future research may also benefit from discriminating
between types of reproductive traits (e.g. morphological, phys-
iological or behavioural traits) for formulating testable
predictions on trade-offs and quality effects at each hierarchical
level of correlation, as some traits may become fixed at adult-
hood (e.g. weapons) while others are repeatedly expressed
(e.g. behaviours). According to the type of trait, resources
available for partitioning among multiple reproductive traits
might either accumulate over long time periods (resulting in
permanent environmental correlations) or not (resulting
in within-individual correlations). For example, Somjee et al.
[68] found a negative phenotypic correlation between morpho-
logical weaponry (hind femur size) and testes size allowing
for increased sperm production in heliconia bug (Leptoscelis
tricolor). Given the rearing environment (host plant) effects
on resource allocation trade-offs [68], trade-offs may poten-
tially exist at the developmental level, but they are unlikely to
exist within-individuals as weaponry traits become fixed in

adulthood. In our study, we were instead able to report
within-individual correlations primarily because we focused
on repeatedly expressed traits, such as aggressiveness and
sperm production. Various simulations papers exist that pro-
vide recommendations on the optimal sampling designs that
future studies may consult when planning to study level-
specific correlations between pre- and post-reproductive
traits [21,69].

The direction of phenotypic correlations between pre-
and post-mating traits often differs between studies [2,5].
Variation in heritabilities of traits may represent one of the
possible explanations. Equation (1) indeed implies that
the relative contributions of genetic correlations and within-
individual correlations depend on the magnitude of
(geometric mean) heritabilities of traits. As heritabilities of
correlated traits increase, the contribution of genetic corre-
lations to phenotypic correlations increases while the
contribution of within-individual correlations decreases in
proportion [15]. In our study, heritabilities of aggression
and sperm number were low due to large within-individual
variability. In other words, the contribution of correlations
non-genetic origin to the overall phenotypic correlation
was relatively strong. As correlations of non-genetic origin
were close to zero, phenotypic correlations represented
downward attenuated estimates of genetic correlations,
though qualitatively matching in sign. This finding under-
lines the importance of variance partitioning approaches
when research aims to provide unbiased estimates of corre-
lations at specific hierarchical levels [17]. Our study thereby
demonstrates that comparisons of trait heritabilities and
level-specific correlations should thus offer a powerful tool
for explaining the lack of synthesis among studies of
pre- and post-copulatory trait integration.

5. Conclusion
This paper provides empirical evidence that genetic varia-
tion in male quality drives positive phenotypic correlations
between pre- and post-mating traits in southern field crickets,
and that trade-offs drive negative trait correlations within
individuals over their lifetime, while permanent environ-
mental and residual within-individual correlations were,
finally, zero. The existence of level-specific correlations
implies that multiple mechanisms acted simultaneously,
and variance partitioning is required to further our insight
into the biological mechanisms shaping correlations between
pre- and post-mating traits. Doing so may help explain why
previous studies reported mixed results, thereby highlight-
ing the importance of identifying multilevel variation in
phenotypic traits and their correlations when studying
integrated phenotypes.
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